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ITINERARY PREPARATION AND

TOUR PACKAGING

Paper-MTTM-III (23) 

(Semester-Ill)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 

answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 

continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from 

each module. All questions carry equal marks.
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MODULE-I

1. What are various types of itineraries? Explain the procedure 

involved itinerary planning.
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2. Discuss various tools and techniques involved in itinerary 

preparation.
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MODULE-II

3. Prepare an itinerary for heritage tour for 7 nights and 8 days 

in Himachal Pradesh.
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4. Prepare an itinerary for 7 nights and 8 days specific to wildlife 

tours in Himachal Pradesh.
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MODULE-III

5. Discuss various types of linkages in travel trade industry with 

respect to itinerary preparation.
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6. Discuss the procedure for procurement of various services from 

service providers during itinerary preparation.
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MODULE-IV

7. What is a tour package? Explain the components of a standard 

tour package.
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8. Critically review any standard tour package offered by SOTC 

for any destination.
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MODULE-V

9. Discuss the tools and techniques of costing of a tour package.
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10. Explain the costing of a tour package by taking a specific 

example of any prominent outbound destination.
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